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The 2020 Farmland Market
“Keeping It In Perspective”
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By: John D. Moss, President

ike many of you, when the COVID-19
quarantine was implemented several months
ago my daily routine changed. Nearly all my social
activities were cancelled, as was my ability to conduct
business in a normal way. The additional time I had
was a blessing as it gave me an opportunity to take
a step back and analyze the land market through
a bigger lens, instead of having my thoughts and
opinions shaped by whatever news story or sound
bite that happened to be trending. As it turned out,
this was somewhat refreshing as the different view
allowed me to refocus my perspective of farmland
and why people should (or shouldn’t?) own it given
the environment we’re in.

the negative ones, they have added crucial support
to farm real estate prices. Need proof? Recent surveys
have suggested that over the past 12 months, average
prices for most classes of land have fallen only slightly
(anywhere from 1 – 3%), which, considering the
circumstances, isn’t as much as some would expect.

At this point, I need to state that despite all the
negative news that we hear on a regular basis about
the farm sector, in my opinion there is no need to
panic now regarding your farmland investment.
The characteristics that I see when looking through
the bigger lens remind me that farmland should
be viewed as an asset with a longer holding period
(10 + years), if the owner wants to maximize his or
It’s easy to let the “in the moment” news strategy her return on investment. In addition (unlike certain
that is standard across the Internet and social media alternative assets), land has proven over time that it
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weather we’ve seen during the growing season. These If you’re willing to have patience and accept these
events have resulted in lower commodity prices parameters, then owning a farm makes perfect sense.
(which obviously does not bode well for land prices), However, it’s also important to remember that your
but are they just short-term blips on the radar that motivation for owning a farm can change over time,
the market will shrug off, or are they a long-term shift which is why I encourage my clients to evaluate their
in the fundamentals?
goals and objectives on a regular basis. For example,
I’ve worked with numerous families recently where
Fortunately, there have also been some events a group of siblings had inherited a farm from their
lately that have provided stability to the market: a parents. After holding on to the land for several
continuation of record low interest rates; a limited years, they realized that the next generation had no
supply of farms to buy; and rather substantial interest in the property so they decided to sell their
government trade subsidy payments. Though the holdings so they could simplify their estates. I’ve also
positive influences haven’t been as newsworthy as consulted with farmers who decided to sell land (with
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products during a given year”. Here’s another tidbit “Family farms of various types together accounted for 98
percent of farms and 87 percent of production in 2017.
And, finally - “In 2017, net farm income for small farmers
declined almost 40 percent from its peak in 2013 as lower
commodity prices worsened the Operating Profit Margin
of many midsize, large, and very large farms, especially
those that produced field crops (e.g., corn, soybeans,
wheat) or dairy”.
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